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Abstract 

The main objective of this paper is to use the powerful Geographic information system and re-

mote sensing to generate a geometric network for street in Khartoum center, for the purpose of 

management of the street network with in transportation system of the city. The data used in this 

paper was satellite image from Google earth and digital map from Ministry of Infrastructure, 

Department of Roads and Bridges. 

The present research comes to the conclusions that the Powerful geometric network has been de-

signed and manipulated for the study area, within the GIS environmental and the geo-database 

with dataset and feature classes have been created to represent the reality of the geographic fea-

tures in the study area. The application of the street geometric network has been subjected to dif-

ferent cases to evaluate their potentiality for meeting the essential requirements. The model 

shows great flexibility and powerful management facilities in production solutions for the real 

world problems concerning the traffic flow direction and motion distribution, such as the best 

route and the closest facility. The developed model is dynamic, so it could be modified, updated 

and subjected to further query processes among the study area. 

Kea wards: GIS, Geometric-Network, Geo-Database. 

1.Introduction: 
Khartoum is the capital of Sudan nationalism and it includes three cities, are Khartoum, Omdur-

man and Khartoum Bahri. The construction and development of street networks is the most im-

portant strategies of the country, especially in the capital and this is for the easiest of movement 

within and man agreement of the state facilities. Where the first planning of street of Khartoum 

is done by the English Colonia (Kitchener) and he has been implemented it in the form of Eng-

lish flag, and make the area of the grand mosque the centre of the city. Then has been planning 

the street of Khartoum after independence by Greco Company. Since that time it continued to 

modify and increase the capital streets. By the reason of the economic conditions and increasing 

of immigration to the capital the population growth up faster and the capital become larger, and 

the street are extended to all its districts.  

Then the problem is the movement between these streets especially from the parties to the center. 

Where traffic jams and slows traffic motion, which led waste of time or use long way to access 

to the desired location. The geometric network is one of the GIS applications to manage the 

transportation network of the street to solve the flow of the traffic through the Geometric net-

work and offered solution for the best use of the street easily without lost much time [4].  One of 
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it is characterize is to offer tracking system in the network and obtaining the flow of the traffic in 

the network.  

The main objective of this study is to use the Geographic information system and remote sensing 

techniques to generate a geometric network for streets in Khartoum center, for the purpose of 

street network management within transportation system of the city.  

2.Geometric Network: 
Geometric networks offer away to model common networks and infrastructures found in the real 

world. A network is a system of interconnected elements, such as lines connecting points. Exam-

ples of networks include highways connecting to cities, streets interconnected to each other at 

street intersections, drainage network streams and watercourses interconnected to each other at 

their intersection and sewer and water lines that connect to houses[4]. Connectivity is inherently 

important in order to travel over the network. Network elements, such as edges (lines) and junc-

tions (points), must be interconnected to allow navigation over the network. Additionally, these 

elements have properties that control navigation on the network. Geometric networks consist of 

edge network features and junction network features, and a junction feature might be a valve. 

Edges must be connected to other edges through junctions. Edge features are related to edge 

elements in the network, and junction features are related to junction elements in the logical net-

work. Geometric network have connectivity rules that control which network objects can proper-

ly connect to each other, with geometric network connectivity rule is updated whenever add or 

remove any network feature ( Figure1). 

1.1 Geometric Network Components: 
A geometric network is built within a feature dataset in the geo-database. The feature classes in 

the feature dataset are used as the data sources for network junctions and edges. The network 

connectivity is based upon the geometric coincidence of the feature classes used as data sources. 

The basic components of the geometric network are edges, junctions. Edge is a feature which has 

a length through which some commodity flow edges are created from line feature classes in a 

feature dataset and correspond to edge elements in a logical network. There are two types of 

edges in a geometric net work these are simple edge and complex edge Simple edges are always 

connected to exactly two junctions, one at each end. Complex edges are always connected to at 

least two junctions at their endpoints but can be connected to additional junctions along their 

length. 

Junction is a feature that allows two or more edges to connect and facilitates the transfer of flow 

between edges. Junctions are created from point feature classes in a feature dataset and corres-

pond to junction elements in the logical network. 

1.2 Geometric Network Models: 
The net work can be directed or in directed. Directed model systems each edge has affixed direc-

tion of flow, such as river network flowing downstream inside hydrologic channels. Elements on 

the network have no choice in travel decision, flow direction is determined by the network cha-

racteristics alone. In directed model systems with no preferred direction flow, such as street, 

elements on the network make their own travel decision. Network can be planar or non-planar 

[3]. The planar connected on two-dimensional plane at junctions, without any crossing edges. 

On-planar has edge that cross on street network, non-planar can model abridge over a road. Geo-

graphic data commonly comes in planar and non-planar form, planar data allows using elevation 

level information to model crossing street (Figure 2). 

1.3 Transportation Network:  
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Transportation networks are undirected networks. This means that although an edge on a net-

work may have a direction assigned to it, the agent (the person or resource being transported) is 

free to decide the direction, speed, and destination of traversal. For example, a person in a car 

traveling on a street can choose which street to turn onto, when to stop, and which direction to 

drive. Restrictions imposed on a network, such as one-way streets or "no U-turn allowed", are 

guidelines for the agent to follow. This is in stark contrast to the utility network [8]. 

2. Methodology 
Khartoum was selected as study area for this research work (figure 3).It is the capital of Sudan 

with population about seven million. Study area lied between latitude 15 00 00 – 16 00 00 and 

longitude 31 30 00 -33 000 and contained seven localities. The geology of the study area is al-

most flat and there stones of high resistance to weathering and climate conditions, some scattered 

hills, generally they were stones layers above the surface. The metrology of the study area is ex-

periences same desert climate with three well-marked season, cold winter from November to 

March ,hot summer from March to July and Autoum from July to October. Forest and nature ve-

getation were classified by Mr.  Harrison and Jackson (1958) as desert contained Acacia Tortits 

Maerua crasifalia scrub . 

2.1 Software and Hardware: 
Software is collection of computer programs instructions cause the hardware (the machines) to 

do work. GIS software is the processing engine of the GIS technology, and essential component 

for building and developing operational GIS system. It integrated collection of computer pro-

grams that implement geospatial processing functions. The main key parts of any GIS software 

are the information model which defines the classes of objects that can be represented from the 

domain of the interest and how they behave and interact, than the data manager is commonly im-

plemented as data base management, also process functions (tools) is the functions for data input, 

retrieving, modeling, query, analysis, and visualization, and lastly interfaces include user inter-

faces and application programming interfaces [3]. The essential functions of GIS software are 

data acquisition, data query, geographic data base, data management, data analysis and presenta-

tion. There are many different GIS software packages available today.  All packages must be ca-

pable of data input, storage, management, transformation, analysis, and output, but the appear-

ance, methods, resources, and ease of use of the various systems may be very different. Today’s 

software packages are capable of allowing both graphical and descriptive data to be stored in a 

single database, known as the object-relational model.  Before this innovation, the geo-relational 

model was used. In this model, graphical and descriptive data sets were handled separately.  The 

modern packages usually come with a set of tools that can be customized to the user’s needs. 

Hardware is tools and implements consist of  the components that can physically be handled, the 

physical component or devices are connected to computer or standalone, specifically the physical 

device that providing the functionality to acquire, handle, display and retrieval the geospatial da-

ta within GIS environment [2]. The hardware components include standard data acquisition de-

vices(survey equipments, remote sensors, scanners, digitizers and GPS),standard output de-

vice(display units, plotters, printers and others),standard processing device(central process unit, 

processing sub-system), technical equipment needed to run a GIS including a computer system 

with enough power to run the software, enough memory to store large amounts of data [6]. 

3. Procedures: 
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The procedures of this research work consist of three phases .The first phase is concerned with 

data acquisition. Phase two is the building of geodatabase  of the street. Generation of GIS model 

and building the street geometric network of study area is in last phase. 

3.1 Data Acquisition: 
Data acquisition is the step of collection data and preparing it to use within GIS environmental. 

This step begins with planning to the source witch data will be collected. Digitizing is the core of 

this data acquisition, it is the process of converting feature in the map to digital form to use with 

GIS activity. The process was very tedious and time consuming, digitizing all layering of layers 

with their attributes, the descriptive data of the streets and urban of the study area. The study 

area, Figure 4 to Figure 6 shows output of the digital thematic layers. 

3.2 Building Geo-database: 
The geo-database is one of the strong important outcomes of this research, personal geo-database 

which is used for the study area has been modeled and represented as geometric features. The 

main component of the generated geo-database is one dataset and five feature classes. A pro-

jected coordinate system is defined on a flat, two-dimensional surface. Unlike a geographic 

coordinate system, a projected coordinate system has constant lengths, angles, and areas across 

the two dimensions. A projected coordinate system is always based on a geographic coordinate 

system that is in turn based on a sphere or spheroid. The projected UTM coordinate system was 

selected to model the study area, Figure 3 and 5 show the basic specification of the feature data-

set of the study area. 

3.2.1 Building Street Geometric Network: 
A wizard guides the user though the process of naming the network dataset and specifying the 

network element sources defining connectivity policies and groups incorporating turns and ap-

plying network attributes and, lastly specifying the properties for driving directions that can be 

created by some of the network solvers. Once the network dataset is generated, the logical net-

work must be built before creating the network dataset, decide whether it will be geo-database. A 

geo-database, based network dataset can support multiple sources and can take advantage of oth-

er geo-database components such as subtypes and topology. A multimodal network is best mod-

eled using a geodatabase-based network dataset. Once the dataset is located in the geo-database, 

they could be participated in spatial relationship called geometric network .A Geometric network 

is defined by ESRI as topologically connected of edge and junction features that represent linear 

network such as street or hydrologic systems. Street geometric network of the study area is built 

from network dataset( figure 7). 

3.2.2 Network Analysis: 

This is the final analysis and the result is the main issues of the research work witch show the 

magic of GIS in the application of the geometric network. Using two cases to visualize network 

analysis, the first is finding the best route using a network dataset and the other is finding the 

closest fire stations.  

3.2.3 Finding the Best Route: 
In analyst window contains empty lists of Stops, Routes and Barriers categories, by add the sta-

tions from 1 to 5which will be creating the best route and five distributed barriers witch show 

error on the street that cannot used. The program then calculates the nearest network location and 
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this case we use the best route to find the shortest route. The network symbolizes the stop with 

the located symbol. The stop will remain selected until another stop is placed or until it is unse-

lected. The located stop also displays the number, (Figure 8) show the solution of the case. 

3.2.4 Finding the Closest Fire Stations: 
In this case we will use the closest facility to find the closest fire stations that can respond to a 

fire at short time, also generate the fastest route from each of these fire stations that will be pro-

vided to each driver of the fire engine. The two red cycles was the fire stations and the red square 

is the position of the fire, (Figure 9) shows the solution of the case.  

4. Conclusion and Recommendations: 

       4.1 The present research work comes to the following conclusions: 

Powerful geometric network of street has been designed and manipulated for the study area. 

Within the GIS environmental the geo-database with dataset and feature classes have been 

created to represent the realty of the geographic features in the study area. 

The GIS model in the application of the geometric network has been subjected to different cases 

to evaluate their potentiality for meeting the essential requirements. 

The model show great flexibility and powerful management facilities in production solutions for 

the real world problems, concerning the traffic flow direction and motion distribution, such as 

the best route and the closest facility. 

The model was found to be high-tech alternative for producing different thematic maps of solu-

tion for the study area. 

4.2 Recommendations: 
The developed GIS model as well as generated street geometric network should be subjected to 

further process to cover more land cover and land use in the study area. 

The model should be extended to cover whole of the city.The attributes data model of the sys-

tem should be expanded to hold additional descriptive data to offer control room for producing 

solution for different real world problems.More statistic and spatial analysis should be applied 

to the quilts and accuracy of the geographic features. 

The developed model is dynamic, so it could be modified, updated and subjected to further 

query processes among the study area. 
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                                            Figure 1: Geometric Network 

 

 

 

                                        Figure 2: Geometric Network Models 
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                                            Figure 3: The Study Area 

 

 

 

 
 

                               Figure 4: Digitizing and Editing Street Names 
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                                           Figure 5: Digitizing the Urban. 

 

 

                                      Figurer 6: Digitizing the Main Stops. 
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                                  Figure 7: Street Geometric Network of the Study Area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                     Figure 8: The Best Route 
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 Figure 9: Closest Facility 
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